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Abstract 
A new biasing scheme for ac coupled strip detectors has 

been developed. Application of this scheme reduces the 
potential non-uniformity due to variations in the strip 
leakage currents. The circuit comprises an error amplifier 
that senses the strip current and compensates for the voltage 
drop across the biasing resistor. The error amplifier is 
powered by floating power supplies referenced to the bias 
voltage. A circuit was built that uses a low power amplifier 
with femtoamp inputs. The circuit regulates the strip 
potential to within few mV of the bias voltage for strip 
currents between 0 and 5 nA with a 1.2Gn biasing resistor. 
The circuit has been tested with CZT strip detector. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies of CZT strip detectors operating at room 

temperature, indicate irregularities in the strip boundaries 
and variations of the effective strip width [ 1, 21. It has been 
demonstrated [ 11 that material non-uniformity is the most 
probable cause for these observations. This is particularly 
for the anode strips when the X-ray interactions are 
restricted to the region near the cathode surface. In this 
case, the carriers, electrons, must traverse nearly the full 
thickness of the material before collection by the anode 
strips. Differential strip bias is, however, a factor [2] for 
both anode and cathodes for interactions occurring at all 
depths. This factor will become more important as more 
uniform detector material become available and strip 
detectors are used to address more demanding spatial 
resolution measurement requirements. 

For ac coupled strip detectors, the strip bias voltage is 
traditionally applied through a high value biasing resistor. 
Fig. 1 shows a typical strip detector configuration. The 
strips on either side of the detector are biased from a 
common voltage source. The strips on the bottom side are 
biased from voltage source vb. The voltage at a given strip is 
equal to the bias voltage minus the voltage drop across the 
biasing resistor vh - i, . Rh , where i, and &, are the strip 
current and the biasing resistor respectively. At room 
temperature the CZT detector strip leakage current is 
typically on the order of a few nanoampers. This leakage 
current may produce voltage drop of few volts across 1 G o  
bias resistor. 

A particular strip current is due to both the leakage 
current and the average signal current of that strip. Strip 
current may vary from strip to strip because of non- 
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Fig. I .  Biasing scheme of strip detector. 

homogeneous detector material or differences in strip 
contact area. As a result, the potential may also vary from 
strip to strip creating more favorable conditions to collect 
charge on some of the strips than others. In order to 
eliminate the differential bias between the strips a bias 
control circuit was developed that also allows further 
investigation of this effect. 

11. BIAS CONTROL CIRCUIT 
The circuit that will regulate the strip bias voltage should 

provide a high impedance at the connecting point to the 
strip. A common practice to stabilize a dc voltage at a 
circuit node that may sink or source a current is to use an 
operational amplifier with negative feedback. Fig.2a shows 
a simple example of such a circuit. 

The operational amplifier A is powered by two floating 
power supplies (batteries) that are referenced to the desired 
strip bias potential. These power supplies limit the output 
voltage range of the amplifier A. Further in the text it is 
assumed that the bias control circuits are powered using that 
powering scheme. The non-inverting input of the amplifier 
A is connected to bias voltage vb, while the inverting input is 
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Fig.2. Circuits for regulating the strip bias voltage. 

connected to the detector strip. The negative feedback is 
accomplished via bias resistor Rh. If the amplifier gain is 
very large ( I  O5 to 1 06), the input leakage current is very low 
(PA, fA), and the input offset voltage is negligible (< lmV), 
then the voltage at the inverting input will be almost the same 
as vh regardless of the current flowing through Rb. This 
statement holds only if the voltage drop across Rh is less than 
the output voltage range of the operational amplifier A. 

The circuit in Fig. 2a is very simple but has a few 
drawbacks that affect the signal to noise ratio in the strip 
pulse processing network. First, the input capacitance of the 
inverting input is directly coupled to the preamplifier input 
(in parallel with the strip capacitance) and second, the 
amplifier A output noise is applied through resistor Rh to the 
input of the strip preamplifier. In addition, it is necessary to 
reduce the bandwidth of the amplifier A to avoid possible 
interference with the strip charge sensitive preamplifier. 

The circuit in Fig. 2b solves some of the problems 
associated with the circuit in Fig. 2a. The strip voltage is 
monitored through a high value resistor. A feedback 
capacitor has been added in order to reduce the amplifier 
bandwidth and to reduce the output noise of the amplifier. 
From the noise point of view, however, the equivalent bias 
resistor is reduced (Rr is AC terminated through C' and the 
amplifier input capacitance). If the factor RI /& is large 
enough (5 to IO), the noise contribution of Rr diminishes. In 
such a case, special care must be taken to avoid dc error due 
to a voltage drop caused by the input current of the amplifier. 
It is important to notice that the precision of the resistor is 
not critical to the the regulation of the strip voltage. With a 

small penalty in dc accuracy, resistors with tolerances of up 
to f20% can be used. The circuit in Fig. 2b requires two 
connections to the detector strip (the biasing resistor and the 
feedback resistor) which result in an increased stray 
capacitance and may pose some assembly obstacles. To 
avoid these problems, a circuit was developed that is 
connected between the bias resistor and the bias power 

The circuit that controls the strip voltage and reduces the 
strip potential differences to less than few mV is shown in 
Fig. 3. Operational amplifier A is used to sense the strip 
current and to generate compensating voltage vc so that the 
voltage v, is equal to the bias voltage vb. The amplifier is 
powered by floating power supplies referenced to the bias 
voltage. Amplifier A has a dc gain G and input offset 
voltage vof The input leakage currents are i. and i,. The 
circuit uses amplifier A (error amplifier) to balance the 
resistive bridge which comprises Rh, rb, RI ,  and R2. The 
branch that comprises RI and R2 is the reference branch, 
while Rb and r b  form the sensing branch. 

supply. 
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Fig. 3 .  Strip bias circuit using balanced resistor bridge. 

The ratio between the resistors in the bridge branches 
must satis6 the following equation 

where k is a constant. 
The dc analysis of the circuit leads to the following 
expression for the strip voltage v, 

Equation (2) shows that the effect of the strip current is is 
reduced significantly because k is usually between 0.1 and 1, 
and G is greater than lo5. It is important for the ratios in the 
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two branches to be well matched. lf Rb - 1 and R I  2 - 

then the strip bias voltage v, is given by 

- 
rh k R, k .  Ak 

v, 3 V h  + (1  - 

For simplicity the amplifier offset and input current error 
terms are neglected in (3). In order to reduce the dependence 
of v, on i,, dk should be as close as possible to 1 (1 50.05). 
The error amplifier output voltage (control voltage) v, is 

v, z ( k + I ) . R , . i , .  (4) 

The compensation voltage v, may be used to measure the 
strip current. This measurement requires that the actual value 
of the resistors Rb and rb be known. The strip current is given 
by 

For a given amplifier power supply, the constant k 
determines the range of the strip leakage currents is for which 
compensation can be achieved. Smaller values of k will 
result in a larger dynamic range of the controlled currents. 
Equation (2) shows that the errors associated with is and voj 
increase when k decreases (&I). Therefore, in order to 
maintain wide dynamic range of v, and small error of v,, it is 
necessary to select an error amplifier with both a high open 
loop gain and a small input offset voltage. In addition, the 
amplifier input currents should be less than few PA. 

A circuit was designed using LMC6062AI dual 
operational amplifiers [3]. Each of these amplifiers has 
supply current of only 25 yA and many of them can be 
powered by a floating battery power supply. These 
amplifiers exhibit extremely low input bias currents - lOfA to 
1 OOfA (4pA max) at room temperature. In addition, the input 
offset voltage is typically 1OOpV (350pV max at room 
temperature). The input offset current is half of the input 
bias current. The selection of R2 becomes less critical since, 
in the worst case, the error due to the input currents of the 
amplifier will double relative to the case R2=Rb. The open 
loop gain of LMC6062AI is typically lo6 (lo5 worst case) 
and effectively reduces the effect of the &is error term in (2). 

The schematic of the strip bias voltage regulator is shown 
in Fig. 4. The most critical adjustment is to match the 
resistor ratio (constant k in (2)) in both bridge branches. This 
adjustment was done using the potentiometer R3. It is also 
possible to make this adjustment by using laser trimming of 
thick film resistors. 

The potentiometer R3 was adjusted using another 
amplifier LMC6062AI connected as a high impedance 
follower. The strip voltage node was connected to the input 
of the follower. The output was connected to a voltage 
meter, and two measurements were performed. First, the 
current flowing through Rb was set zero. In this case, the 
output voltage of the voltage follower represents the overall 

effect of all error terms in (2) plus some offset associated 
with the follower. Second, a 5 nA current is supplied to the 
strip voltage node. With this current flowing, R3 is adjusted 
until the voltage at the output of the voltage follower became 
the same as the voltage measured with no current flowing. 
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Fig. 4. Strip bias control circuit. 

The capacitors CI and C2 reduce the bandwidth of the 
circuit. The time constants of the two low pass filters in both 
bridge branches determine the stability of the circuit. For 
stable operation, the time constant of the reference branch 
should be equal to or greater than the time constant in the 
sensing branch. When both time constants are equal, the 
circuit has the fastest settling time. If the time constant of the 
sensing branch is larger than the time constant of the 
reference branch, the circuit is unstable. 

A prototype circuit similar to the circuit in Fig. 2a was 
also built using the LM6062AI operational amplifier. This 
circuit does not need any adjustments and regulates the strip 
voltage to within ImV of the bias voltage (Rf = 100M). 
Measurements were made to evaluate the performance of 
both circuits and to study the behavior of a CZT strip 
detector under different bias conditions. 

111. TESTS WITH CZT STRIP DETECTOR 

The bias voltage control circuits were applied to a 
prototype CZT strip detector [4] with strip leakage current of 
about 1nA. The standard bias scheme of this detector include 
bias resistors of 1.2Gn k20%. We tested both circuits 
(Fig. 2b and Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the test configuration. The 
strip bias circuits were connected between ground and four 
contiguous anode strips marked as 15, 16, 17 and 18. A bias 
voltage of -2OOV was applied to the cathode strips. The 
strips adjacent to the test strips were grounded.. 

Each of the four anodes involved in the measurements 
had its own preamplifier, and the gains appeared well 
matched. In order to minimize systematic errors due to gain 
mismatches, the same shaping amplifier and discriminator 
assembly measured the counting rate for each strip. An 

Am source provided a flood illumination on the anode side 241 
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of the detector. By restricting photon interactions to the 
region just above the anodes, the short mean free path of the 
60 keV photons (0.26 mm) in CZT helps to minimize the 
effects of material non-uniformity in the 1.5 mm thick 
detector. The strip pitch is 0.375 mm. 
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Fig. 5 .  Normalized counting rates for the test strips, with and without 
bias control circuits. 

are the same there should be correlation between the resistor 
values and the observed variations in the counting rates. 
From the data in Fig. 5. and the resistor values it is not 
obvious that such correlation exists. 

The leakage currents for the test strips were measured 
with the bias control circuits in place. In this case the test 
strips are kept at the same potential. Therefore, the measured 
leakage currents exclude any possible surface current flowing 
between the strips. The control voltage v, was measured, and 
using (5) the leakage current for each strip was calculated. 
The leakage currents for the four strips 15, 16, 17 and 18 
were 0.851~4, 1.34nA, 1 .OSnA, and 1 S5nA respectively. 
Measured leakage currents corresponded inversely to 
counting rates when the bias circuits were bypassed; strips 
with higher leakage currents had lower counting rates. 

We hrther investigated the effect of differential bias 
voltage varying the potential at strip 17 from 0 to 1.5V. 
Fig. 6 shows the normalized counting rates when the voltage 
at anode 17 was increased while the other three anodes were 
kept at constant OV by the bias control circuits. Note that a 
voltage change of only 0.1V (0.05% of the detector bias 
voltage) produces a noticeable effect. Similar results have 
been observed in a previous study of anode counting 
rates [2]. 

Fig. 7 shows leakage currents for this set of 
measurements. The leakage currents on anode strips 15 and 
18 remain fairly constant, while those on strips 16 and 17 
vary. It appears as though strip 17 is stealing current from 
strip 16 but not from strip 18. This effect requires further 
study. 

The noise contributions of the circuits in Fig. 2b 
( R ~ 1 0 0 M n ,  Rb=1.2Gn) and Fig. 4 were also investigated. 
The RMS noise at the output of the shaping amplifier ( 1 . 5 ~ ~  
time constant) was first measured with 1.2Gn bias resistor. 
When the circuit of Fig. 4 was substituted for the resistor no 
change of the output noise was observed. When the circuit 
of Fig. 2b was used the RMS noise increased with about 7%. 
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Fig. 6. Normalized counting rates at different bias voltages of 
strip 17. 
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Fig. 7. Leakage currents at different bias voltages of strip 17. 
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IV. DISCUSSIONS 
Two circuits were built and tested with a CZT strip 

detector. The circuits were capable of equalizing strip bias 
voltages and resulted in improved uniformity in a flood 
counting rate experiment. The circuits also allowed us to 
offset the bias voltage of one strip while the bias voltages of 
the others were kept constant. Significant changes in the strip 
leakage current and the strip counting rate were observed 
with only few hundred millivolts of differential strip bias 
voltage, a very small fraction of the 200V detector bias 
voltage. Therefore, the observed effects most likely are due 
to surface or near surface material properties of the detector 
in addition to significant changes in the electric fields near 
the surface. 

While demonstrated here for anodes, the bias control 
circuit can be applied to the cathode strips or to electrodes at 
any potential. The bias control circuit may become important 
in the investigation of new types of imaging devices using 
room temperature detectors. Recently, a single carrier 
contact configuration was demonstrated that utilizes a control 
electrode and improves the spectroscopic performance of 
monolithic CZT detectors [5]. It is possible to build a single 
carrier "strip" detector based on a similar contact 
configuration. Fig. 8 shows the construction of such a 
detector. 

The signal from the collecting anode contact provides the 
pulse height information and also indicates the position of the 
interaction in one dimension. The induced signal in the non- 
collecting electrode defines orthogonal position. The 
detector is biased by voltage applied to the cathode (bottom 
of the crystal in Fig. 8). The non-collecting or controlling 
electrode is biased relative to the collecting electrode. The 
potential difference between these electrodes can be on order 
of a few tens of volts. Therefore, the use of bias control 
circuits applicable at any potential will be helpfhl in the 
characterization and the development of such single carrier 
imaging detectors. 
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Fig. 8. Construction of single carrier strip detector. 
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